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The purpose of this paper is to give a new and explicit proof of a result due to
Ulmer in which he computes the L-functions of symmetric representations of the
first e tale cohomology group of universal elliptic curves over Igusa curves in terms
of Hecke polynomials.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Introduction
Let El be an elliptic curve defined over a field l of characteristic p>0.
The absolute Frobenius of l induces by extension of scalars another elliptic
curve E ( p) defined over l and a cyclic p-isogeny F : E  E ( p). Its n th iterate
F n : E  E ( pn) is a cyclic pn-isogeny. Denote by Vn : E ( pn)  E its dual
isogeny.
The Igusa curve Xn of level pn is a smooth projective algebraic curve
defined over the field Fp of p elements. It contains an affine subcurve Yn
which parametrizes the isomorphism classes of pairs (E, P), where E is an
elliptic curve defined over an Fp-scheme S and P is a generator of the
Ker(Vn). The point P is called an Igusa structure of level pn on E. The
curve Yn is compactified to Xn by adding ( pn&pn&1)2 points, which are
called the cusps.
Let m1, / : (Zpm Z)*  C be a Dirichlet character of conductor N/
and Sk(10( pm), /) the space of weight k modular cusp forms of character
/ for 10( pm). The Hecke operator Tp acts on this finite dimensional vector
space and we define
H(m, k, s)= `
N/= pm
det(1&Tp p&s | Sk(10( pm), /)),
where / runs through the characters of (ZpmZ)* of conductor pm.
Similarly, the Hecke operator Tp acts on the finite dimensional vector
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space Sk(10(1)) of the weight k modular cusp forms for 10(1) and we
define
H(0, k, s)=det(1&Tp p&s+pk&1&2s | Sk(10(1))).
Let Kn be the function field of Xn over Fp , K sn its separable closure and
G=Gal(K snKn). There is a unique elliptic curve En defined over Kn with
j-invariant j and a Kn-rational Igusa structure of level pn. Denote by
H=H 1e t(En_Kn K
s
n , Ql) its first e tale cohomology group. The action of G
on En_Kn K
s
n induces an l-adic representation \ : G  AutQl (H ), whose k th
symmetric power is denoted by Symk \ : G  AutQl (Sym
k H ) . For each
place v of Kn , let Dv be a decomposition group at v, Iv its inertia subgroup
and Fv a generator of DvIv . Define by
L(Symk \, s)=`
v
det(1&Symk \(Fv) p&s deg(v) | (Symk H )Iv )&1.
the L-function of Symk \, where v runs through the places of Kn . Ulmer
computes in [Ulm90b, Theorem, p. 689] this L-function as
L(Symk \, s)=
>nm=0 H(m, k+2, s)
(1&p&s)uk+2 (1&p1&s)uk+2
,
where uk+2=1, if k=0, and uk+2=0, if k{0.
In Section 1 we review the theory of Igusa curves. In Section 2 we
describe a correspondence between the ordinary l-rational points of Xn and
the l-isomorphism classes of elliptic curves El such that *E(l )#0
(mod pn) (Proposition 2.7). We use this correspondence to count the
number of such points in terms of class numbers of quadratic orders
(Corollary 2.13). This gives an explicit formula for the number of l-rational
points of Xn (Theorem 2.15) and consequently L(Sym0 \, s). In Section 3
we compute explicitly L(Symk \, s) (Theorem 3.16). In Section 4 we review
the EichlerSelberg trace formula (Theorem 4.7) for the Hecke operators
Ts on Sk(10(N ), /) with N, s1. Finally in Section 5 we give a new proof
of Ulmer’s result (Theorem 5.2) using Theorems 3.16 and 4.7 (applied to
N= pm and s= pr with m0 and r1). From Section 2 on we assume
p>3.
1. Igusa Curves
Definition 1.1. Let S be a scheme. An elliptic curve E  S is a proper
smooth curve with geometrically connected fibers all of genus one, given
with a Section 0.
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Definition 1.2. Let (EllFp) be the category of elliptic curves ESFp
defined over Fp-schemes S whose morphisms are cartesian squares of
elliptic curves.
Definition 1.3 [Ka-Maz85, 12.1]. Let S be an Fp-scheme and Fabs the
absolute Frobenius morphism of S, whose action on affine subschemes
Spec(A) corresponds to the endomorphism a [ a p. Given ESFp # (EllFp),
F nabs defines by extension of scalars an elliptic curve E
( pn)SFp # (EllFp)
and an S-linear morphism F n : E  E ( pn).
Remark 1.4. It follows from [Ka-Maz85, Lemma 12.2.1] that F n is a
cyclic pn-isogeny and 0 is a generator of Ker(F n). Its dual isogeny
Vn : E ( pn)  E is also cyclic of degree pn and it is the nth iterate of the
Verschiebung V : E ( p)  E [Ka-Maz85, Lemma 12.2.3]. Moreover the
morphism [ pn]: E  E of multiplication by pn factors as E wF
n
E ( pn) wV
n
E
[Ka-Maz85, Lemma 12.2.5].
Definition 1.5. An elliptic curve E defined over a field l characteristic
p>0 is called ordinary, if it has p points of order p defined over l , and
supersingular, if it has just one point of order p defined over l , where l
denotes the algebraic closure of l.
Remark 1.6. Note that E is ordinary if and only if V is e tale.
Definition 1.7. We say that ESFp # (EllFp) is ordinary, if each of its
geometric fibers is ordinary.
Definition 1.8 [Ka-Maz85, Definition 12.3.1]. An Igusa structure of
level pn on ESFp # (EllFp) is a point P # E ( p
n)(S ) which generates
Ker(Vn).
Definition 1.9. Let n1, pn3 and [Ig( pn)] the moduli problem on
(EllFp) which to each ESFp associates an Igusa structure P # E ( p
n)(S ) of
level pn. It is a result due to Igusa [Ka-Maz85, Theorem 12.6.1] that this
moduli problem is affine and relatively representable. The coarse moduli
scheme which represents this problem is a smooth affine algebraic curve Yn
defined over Fp . This curve can be compactified to a complete irreducible
smooth curve Xn over Fp , called the Igusa curve of level pn, by adding
,( pn)2 points called the cusps [Ka-Maz85, Corollary 12.7.2], where ,
denotes the Euler function.
Definition 1.10. A point y # Yn is called ordinary, if there exists an
ordinary elliptic curve ESFp # (EllFp) and an Igusa structure P # E ( p
n)(S )
of level pn such that y represents the isomorphism class of (E, P). Similarly,
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y is called supersingular, if there exists a supersingular elliptic curve E,
defined over a field l of characteristic p, and an Igusa structure P # E ( pn)(l )
such that y represents the isomorphism class of (E, P).
Remark 1.11. The group (ZpnZ)* acts on Yn by a [ (E, aP) and the
elements [\1] act trivially. This action is extended to Xn and permutes the
cusps simply transitively. Let y # Yn represent the isomorphism class of
(E, P). If y is supersingular then y is fixed by (ZpnZ)*. If y is ordinary and
jE=1728, respectively jE=0, then y has a stabilizer of order 2, respectively
3, in (ZpnZ)*[\1]. On all other points of Xn the group (ZpnZ)*[\1]
acts freely. We identify the quotient of Xn by (ZpnZ)*[\1] with the
projective j-line P1j and denote by jn the quotient map Xn  P
1
j , which has
degree ,( pn)2. Note that the restriction of jn to Yn is given by y [ jE .
2. Rational Points on Igusa Curves
Definition 2.1. Let [Ig( pn)]ord be the moduli problem on (EllFp)
which associates to each ordinary elliptic curve ESFp an Igusa structure
of level pn, if E is ordinary, and the empty set, if E is not ordinary.
Remark 2.2. If pn3 then [Ig( pn)]ord is representable and it is repre-
sented by a smooth geometrically connected algebraic curve Y ordn defined
over Fp , which is obtained from Yn by removing the supersingular points
[Ka-Maz85, Corollary 12.6.3]. This means that there exists a universal
elliptic curve En  Y ordn such that each ordinary elliptic curve ESFp #
(EllFp) with an Igusa structure P # E ( p
n)(S ) of level pn is obtained from
En  Y ordn by a unique base extension. In particular, if Kn is the function field
of Xn over Fp and EnKn is the generic fiber of En  Y ordn , then En is the
unique elliptic curve defined over Kn with j-invariant j and a Kn-rational
Igusa structure of level pn.
Notation 2.3. Let l be a finite extension of Fp . Given y # Yn(l ) denote
by Dy/Gal(K snKn) a decomposition group of at y, Iy its inertia subgroup,
Kn, y the completion of Kn at y, Oy its ring of integers and ky the residue
field of Oy . Let Ey be the Ne ron minimal model of En, y=En_Kn Kn, y over
Spec(Oy) and E y its special fiber.
Proposition 2.4. EnKn has good reduction at y # Yn(l ) if and only if
y # Y ordn (l ).
Proof. Let y # Y ordn (l ). Since Y
ord
n is a fine moduli space then the fiber
Eyky of En  Y ordn at y is an elliptic curve.
Let y # Yn(l )&Y ordn (l ) and suppose that En has good reduction at y.
Hence there exists a ky-rational Igusa structure P of level pn on E y . Since
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E y is supersingular then for every _ # Aut(E y ky) we have _*(P)=P, where
_* denotes the action of _ on the set of Igusa structures of level pn on E y .
By the definition of the Ne ron minimal model there exists an iso-
morphism En, y(Kn, y)$Ey(Oy) and a reduction homomorphism r : Ey(Oy) 
E y(ky). Thus we get isomorphisms
Tl (En, y)$Tl (Ey)$Tl (E y) (2.5)
between the l-adic Tate modules.
The action of Dy on En, y extends to an action of Dy on Ey and the first
isomorphism of (2.5) is compatible with these actions. The latter action
induces via the second isomorphism of (2.5) an action of Gal(k y ky) on
Tl (E y).
Let _ # Aut(E y ky), _{id and :_ be the non-trivial automorphism of
Tl (E y) induced by _. Then the action of :_ on Tl (E y) induces the non-trivial
action of an element " # Iy on Tl (En, y). But this contradicts the Ne ron
OggShafarevich criterion [Ser-Tat68, Theorem 1]. K
Notation 2.6. Let Al be the set of l-isomorphism classes of elliptic curves
El such that *E(l )#0 (mod pn). For each y # Y ordn (l ) denote by Ey ky the
fiber of En  Y ordn at y and jEy its j-invariant. Let ;y=1, if jEy{0, 1728,
;y=2, if jEy=1728, and ;y=3, if jEy=0. Let E$y=Ey_ky l and [E$y] be the
l-isomorphism class of E$y .
Proposition 2.7. The map  : Y ordn (l )  Al given by y [ [E$y] is
,( pn)(2;y) to 1 and surjective.
Proof. Let y # Y ordn (l ). It follows from Remark 2.2 that Ey is the unique
elliptic curve defined over ky with j-invariant jEy and a ky-rational Igusa
structure Py of level pn. In particular, *E ( p
n)
y (l )#0 (mod p
n). By [Ta66,
Theorem 1] we have *Ey(l )=*E ( p
n)
y (l), hence *Ey(l )#0 (mod p
n) and
[E$y] # A l . So  is well-defined.
Let jn : Xn  P1j be the j-map of Xn . We claim that 
&1([E$y])=j &1n ( jEy),
in which case *&1([E$y])=,( pn)(2;y). In fact, let x # &1([E$y]). So
E$x=Ex_kx l is l-isomorphic to E$y , in particular jEx=jEy , therefore
x # j &1n ( jEy). Conversely, if x # j
&1
n ( jEy) then, by Remark 1.11, x represents
the isomorphism class of (Ey , aPy), for some a # (Zpn Z)*(\1). Hence
x # &1([E$y]).
Let El be an elliptic curve such that *E(l )#0 (mod pn). Then [Sil86,
Chapter V, Theorem 3.1] implies that E is ordinary. Once more by [Ta66,
Theorem 1] it follows that *E ( pn)(l )#0 (mod pn). So there exists a
l-rational Igusa structure P of level pn on E. Let y # Y ordn (l ) represent the
isomorphism class of (E, P) and [E] be the l-isomorphism class of E. Then
we have a l-isomorphism E$y$E, thus ( y)=[E] and  is surjective. K
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Notation 2.8. Given an elliptic curve El then *E(l )= pr+1&t, where
*l= pr and |t|2pr2 [We71]. For each such t denote by I(t) the isogeny
class of El. Suppose furthermore that t#1+pr (mod pn). Let Al (t)=
[[E] # A l ; E # I(t)], then Al=t A l (t), where t denotes the union over
all t ’s such that t#1+pr (mod pn).
Definition 2.9. Let 2<0 be an integer such that 2#0 or 1 (mod 4),
B(2)=[ax2+bxy+cy2; a, b, c # Z, a>0 and b2&4ac=2] and b(2)=
[ax2+bxy+cy2 # B(2); gcd(a, b, c)=1]. The group SL2(Z)=[( ac
b
d);
a, b, c, d # Z, ad&bc=1] acts on B(2) via ( ac
b
d) f (x, y)=f (ax+by,
cx+dy). This action preserves the subset b(2). It is known that
b(2)SL2(Z) and B(2)SL2(Z) are finite. The class number h(2) of 2 is
defined by *b(2)SL2(Z) and the Kronecker class number H(2) by
*B(2)SL2(Z). However we should count the forms ax2+ay2 # B(2),
respectively ax2+ax y+ay2 # B(2), if they occur, with multiplicity 12,
respectively 13.
Proposition 2.10 (cf. [Scho-Vl91, Proposition 2.1]). Let 2<0 be an
integer such that 2#0 or 1 (mod 4) then H(2)= f hw(2f 2), where f runs
through all the positive divisors of 2 such that 2f 2 # Z with 2f 2#0 or 1
(mod 4), h|(&3)=13, h|(&4)=12 and h|(2)=h(2), for 2<&4.
Remark 2.11. Let O be a complex quadratic order with discriminant
2(O), i.e., O is a subring of finite index of the ring of integers of a complex
quadratic field. Denote by hO its class number. It follows from the corre-
spondence between binary quadratic forms and complex quadratic fields
that hO=h(2(O)) [Bor-Sha66, Chap. 2, Sect. 7, Theorem 4, p. 142].
Proposition 2.12 (cf. [Scho87, Theorem 4.5], [Wa69, Theorem 4.5]).
Let [E] # Al (t) and O=Endl (E ). Then the number of [E$] # Al (t) such
that O=Endl (E$) equals hO .
Corollary 2.13. Let l=Fpr and Ar=*Y ordn (l ). Then
Ar=
,( pn)
2
:
t2<4pr
t#1+pr (mod pn)
H(t2&4pr). (2.14)
Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.7, Remark 2.11 and Proposition 2.12
that for each t # Z such that t2<4pr and t#1+pr (mod pn) we have
*&1(A l (t))=(,( pn)2) O h|(2(O)), where O runs through the complex
quadratic orders such that O=Endl (E ) for [E] # Al (t) and h| is defined
as is Proposition 2.10. By [Wa69, Theorem (4.2)], since t#1+pr
(mod pn), all complex quadratic orders with discriminant dividing t2&4pr
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occur as l-endomorphism rings of elliptic curves El such that [E] # Al (t).
Hence, by Proposition 2.10, *&1(Al (t))=(,( pn)2) H(t2&4pr). The
corollary now follows from the fact that
Ar= :
t2<4pr
t#1+pr (mod pn)
*&1(Al (t)). K
Theorem 2.15. Let l=Fpr and Nr be the number of l-rational points
of Xn . Then
Nr=
,( pn)
2
+ssr+Ar , (2.16)
where ssr denotes the number of l-rational supersingular points of Xn .
Proof. Since the cusps are totally decomposed with respect to jn :
Xn  P1j , they are Fp -rational and their number is ,( p
n)2. The contribu-
tion from the ordinary points is given in Corollary 2.13. K
3. L-Functions of Symmetric Representations
Definition 3.1. Let Kn be the function field of Xn over Fp , K sn its
separable closure, G=Gal(Ksn Kn), EnKn the generic fiber of the universal
elliptic curve En  Y ordn and H=H
1
e t(En_Kn K
s
n , Ql) its first e tale coho-
mology group. Denote by \ : G  AutQl (H ) the l-adic representation
induced by the action of G on E_Kn K
s
n and by Sym
k \ : G  AutQl (Sym
k H )
its k th symmetric power. For each place v of Kn , let Dv be a decomposition
group at v, Iv its inertia subgroup and Fv a generator of DvIv . Define by
L(Symk \, s)=`
v
det(1&Symk \(Fv) p&s deg(v) | (Symk H )Iv)&1
the L-function of Symk \, where v runs through the places of Kn .
Remark 3.2. By Proposition 2.4, En has good reduction at the ordinary
places and bad reduction at the supersingular ones. It follows from
Remark 1.11 that if l is a finite extension of Fp and y # Yn(l )&Y ordn (l ) then
jn( y){, where jn is the j-map jn : Xn  P1j . Therefore the j-invariant of En
is integral at the supersingular places, which is equivalent to En having
potential good reduction at these places. Observe also that En has multi-
plicative reduction at the cusps.
Notation 3.3. Let v be a place of Kn , Kn, v the completion of Kn at v,
Ov its ring of integers, kv its residue field, K sn, v the separable closure of
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Kn, v , K unn, v the maximal unramified Galois extension of Kn, v and En, v=
En_Kn Kn, v .
Proposition 3.4. Let v be a supersingular place of Kn . Then Iv acts on
H through a cyclic group of order 2, 4 or 6 without invariants.
Proof. Since H is the Ql -dual vector space of Vl (En)=Tl (En)Zl Q l it
suffices to determine the action of Iv on Tl (En), where Tl (En) denotes the
l-adic Tate module of En .
By [Sil86, Chapter VII, Proposition 5.4] the reduction type of En, v over
Kn, v is the same as the reduction type of En, v over K unn, v . So we may assume
that En, v is defined over K unn, v .
Let K$n, v be a finite extension of K unn, v such that En, v has good reduction
over K$n, v . Denote by O$v the ring of integers of K$n, v , which has residue
field kv . Let E$v be the Ne ron minimal model of E$n, v=En, v_Kn, v K$n, v over
Spec(O$v) and E $v its special fiber. By the definition of the Ne ron minimal
model there exists an isomorphism E$n, v(K$n, v)$E$v(O$v) and a reduction
homomorphism r : E$v(O$v)  E $v(kv). Thus we get isomorphisms
Tl (En)$Tl (En, v)$Tl (E$n, v)$Tl (E$v)$Tl (E $v) (3.5)
between l-adic Tate modules.
Let I$v=Gal(K sn, v K$n, v) and I v=Gal(K$n, v K
un
n, v). Since E$n, v has good
reduction over K$n, v , then Iv acts on Tl (E$n, v) through the quotient
Iv I$v$I v . Moreover this action coincides with that induced on Tl (E$n, v) by
the action of I v on E$n, v via K$n, v . The functorial properties of the Ne ron
minimal model imply that the action of I v on E$n, v extends uniquely to E$v
and that the map E$v  Spec(O$v) is compatible with this action. Further-
more, r transforms the action of { # I v on E$v(O$v) into the action of an
element {~ of Aut(E $v kv) on E $v(kv). Hence, by the fourth isomorphism of
(3.5), I v acts on Tl (E $v) through the automorphisms induced by the
elements of Aut(E $v kv). Therefore Iv acts on Tl (En) through Aut(E $v kv),
which proves the first claim. The second one follows from the fact that this
action has no invariants. K
Remark 3.6. Let v be a supersingular place of Kn , V=Vl (En), Symk V
its k th symmetric power and V =VQl Q l , where Q l denotes the algebraic
closure of Ql . By the proof of Proposition 3.4 it follows that Iv acts on V
via a cyclic group G isomorphic to Aut(E $v kv). Let { be a generator of G
and [:, ;] a basis of V such that the matrix of { in this basis is diagonal.
Then [wi=:k&i;i ; i=0, ..., k] is a basis of Symk V . Denote by j the
j-invariant of E $v . The action of { on Symk V is given as follows.
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(1) j{0, 1728. In this case the basis [:, ;] can be defined over Ql
and {:=&:, {;=&;, {wi=(&1)k wi . So Symk V is unramified, if k is
even, and has no Iv invariants, if k is odd.
(2) j=1728, {:=- &1 :, {;=&- &1 ;, {wi=(&1) i - &1
k wi .
Let ki=0 ci wi # Sym
k V . Then {w=w if and only if ci=0 for all
i # [0, ..., k ] such that k+2i0 (mod 4). In particular, if Symk V has Iv
invariants then k is even. In this case dim(Symk V )Iv equals k2+1, if k#0
(mod 4), and k2, if k#2 (mod 4).
(3) j=0, {:=‘:, {;=‘&1;, {wi=‘k&2iwi , where ‘ # Q l is a primitive
6th root of unity. Let w=ki=0 ciwi # Sym
k V . Then {w=w if and only if
ci=0 for all i # [0, ..., k ] such that k&2i0 (mod 6). In particular, if
Symk V has Iv invariants then k is even. In this case dim(Symk V )Iv equals
k3+1, if k#0 (mod 3), (k&1)3, if k#1 (mod 3), and (k+1)3, if k#2
(mod 3).
Notation 3.7. Let v be a place of Kn , Fv a generator of DvIv ,
Tr(Symk \(Fv)) the trace of Symk \(Fv) on (Symk H )Iv and F (k)(x, y)=
(xk+1&yk+1)(x&y).
Proposition 3.8. Let k0 be an even integer, v a supersingular place
of Kn , and j be as in Remark 3.6. Then Tr(Symk \(Fv)) equals
(1) F (k)( p, p), if j # Fp2&Fp ;
(2) F (k)(- &p, &- &p), if j # Fp&[0, 1728];
(3) 12 (F
(k)(- p, - p)+F (k)(- &p, &- &p)), if j=1728;
(4) 13 (F
(k)(- &p, &- &p)+2F (k)(| - &p, &|&1 - &p)), if j=0,
where |=e2?i3.
Proof. Let _v be an element of Dv whose image in Gal(k vkv) is Fv .
Denote by Fv* the automorphism of Tl (E $v) induced by the Frobenius
automorphism Fv of E $v . Then the fourth isomorphism of (3.5) transforms
_v into Fv*. Hence the action of Symk \(Fv) on (Symk V )Iv is the same as
the action of Symk Fv* on (Sym
k V)I v, where V=Tl (E $v)Zl Ql and
I v=Gal(K$n, v K unn, v).
It follows from [Lan87, Corollary, p. 176] that if j # Fp2&Fp then Fv
equals either the multiplication by p or &p on E $v , and if j # Fp then F2v
equals the multiplication by &p on E $v .
Let [:$, ;$] be a basis of V such that the matrix of \ (Fv) in this basis is
diagonal, where \ is the extension of \ to Q l .
Suppose first that j # Fp2&Fp . Then by Remark 3.6 (1) Symk V is
unramified and \ (Fv):$= p:$, \ (Fv) ;$= p;$ or \ (Fv) :$=&p:$, \ (Fv) ;$=
&p;$. In any case Symk \ (Fv)(:$k&i;$i)= pk:$k&i;$i for i=0, ..., k. In
particular Tr(Symk \(Fv))=(k+1) pk=F (k)( p, p).
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Let j # Fp&[0, 1728] then by Remark 3.6 (1) Symk V is unramified. In
this case the eigenvalues of Fv are - &p and &- &p. Then \ (Fv) :$=
- &p :$, \ (Fv) ;$=&- &p ;$ or \ (Fv) :$=&- &p :$, \ (Fv) ;$=- &p ;$.
In any case Symk \ (Fv)(:$k&i;$i)=(&1) i - &p
k
:$k&i;$ i for i=0, ..., k. In
particular, Tr(Symk \(Fv))=F (k)(- &p, &- &p).
Let j=1728 then by Remark 3.6 (2) (Symk V )Iv has a basis of the form
wi=:k&i;i for i=0, ..., k such that i#0 (mod 2), if k#0 (mod 4), and
i#1 (mod 2), if k#2 (mod 4). Let V =  / V / be the canonical decom-
position of V with respect to the irreducible characters of G$Aut(E $v kv).
Then \ (Fv) preserves the eigenspaces V / . Hence \ (Fv) :=- &p :,
\ (Fv) ;=&- &p ; or \ (Fv) :=&- &p :, \ (Fv) ;=- &p ;. In any case
Symk \ (Fv)(wi)=(&1) i - &p
k
wi . In particular Tr(Symk \(Fv)) equals
(k2+1) - p
k
, if k#0 (mod 4), and (k2) - p
k
, if k#2 (mod 4), i.e.,
Tr(Symk \(Fv))= 12 (F
(k)(- p, - p)+F (k)(- &p, &- &p)).
Finally, let j=0 then by Remark 3.6 (3) (Symk V )Iv has a basis of the
form wi=:k&i;i for i=0, ..., k such that i#0 (mod 3), if k#0 (mod 3),
i#2 (mod 3), if k#1 (mod 3), and i#1 (mod 3), if k#2 (mod 3). As in
the case j=1728 we have Symk \ (Fv)(wi)=(&1) i - &p
k
wi . In particular
Tr(Symk \(Fv)) equals - &p
k
, if k#0, 1 (mod 3), and &- &p
k
, if k#2
(mod 3), i.e., Tr(Symk \(Fv))= 13(F
(k)(- &p, &- &p)+2F (k)(| - &p,
&|&1 - &p)), where |=e2?i3. K
Proposition 3.9. Let v be a cusp place of Kn and Eq, v the Tate curve
over Kn, v . Then the action of Iv on H is unipotent.
Proof. Let .: (K sn, v)*q
Z  Eq, v(K sn, v) be the Tate parametrization of
Eq, v with q # K*n, v such that |q| v<1 [Lan87, Chap. XV]. Let N be a
positive integer prime to p. The N-torsion subgroup Eq, v[N] of Eq, v is
isomorphic via . to the subgroup of (K sn, v)*q
Z generated by q1N and a
primitive N th root of unity ‘N . Since p |% N then Kn, v(‘N)Kn, v is
unramified, hence ‘N is invariant under the action of Iv . Moreover, as
q # Kn, v , then for any { # Iv we have {(q1N)=‘rN q
1N, where 0r<N. Let
Tl (Eq, v) be the l-adic Tate module of Eq, v and Vl (Eq, v)=Tl (Eq, v)Zl Q l .
So we may choose a basis [:, ; ] of Vl (Eq, v) such that the action of Iv on
Vl (Eq, v) is given by : [ :+rl ;, ; [ ;, where rl # Zl .
Since the j-invariant of En is non integral at v, then either En_Kn Kn, v is
isomorphic to Eq, v over Kn, v or over a quadratic extension K$n, v of Kn, v (cf.
[Ogg67]). In particular, as in (3.5), we obtain isomorphisms
Tl (En)$Tl (En, v)$Tl (Eq, v) (3.10)
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between l-adic Tate modules. Hence the action of Iv on Vl (En) is
unipotent. K
Proposition 3.11. Let k0 and v be a cusp place of Kn . Then
Tr(Symk \(Fv))=1.
Proof. Let Eq, v be the Tate curve over Kn, v and [:, ; ] the basis of
Vl (Eq, v) given in the proof of Proposition 3.9. Let { # Iv then {:=:+rl ;
and {;=;, for some rl # Zl . Hence the Iv invariant subspace of
Symk(Vl (Eq, v)) is one dimensional and generated by ;k. Furthermore Eq, v
has split multiplicative reduction. Hence by [Ser69, 2.4] 1 is only eigen-
value of \(Fv) on Vl (Eq, v)Iv, where \(Fv) acts on Vl (Eq, v)Iv via the last
isomorphism of (3.10). In particular 1 is the eigenvalue of Symk \(Fv) on
the subspace generated by ;k. K
Notation 3.12. Let v be a place of Kn and L(Symk \, s)v=det(1&
Symk \(Fv) p&s deg(v) | (Symk H )Iv)&1. Let l be a finite extension of Fp ,
y # Y ordn (l ), :y and : y the eigenvalues of the Frobenius automorphism Fy of
the elliptic curve Ey ky (cf. Notation 2.6).
Proposition 3.13.
`
ord v
L(Symk \, s)v=exp \ :r>0 :y # Y nord(Fpr) F
(k)(:y , : y)
p&sr
r + ,
where v runs through the ordinary places of Kn .
Proof. Let v be an ordinary place of Kn , Ev the Ne ron minimal model
of En_Kn Kn, v over Spec(Ov) and E v its special fiber. By Proposition 2.4 it
follows that E v is an elliptic curve. Hence by [Ser69, 2.4] we have
log(L(Symk \, s)v)= :
r>0
F (k)(:rv , :
r
v)
p&sr deg(v)
r
,
where *E v(kv)=1+pdeg(v)&(:v+: v). Thus
log \ `
ord v
L(Symk \, s)v+
= :
r>0
:
ord v
F (k)(:rv , :
r
v)
p&sr deg(v)
r
= :
r>0
:
ord v
deg(v) | r
deg(v) F (k)(:rdeg(v)v , :
rdeg(v)
v )
p&sr
r
. (3.14)
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Let r1 be such that deg(v) | r. Denote by w1 , ..., wdeg(v) the extensions
of degree 1 of v to Kn, r=Kn_Fp Fpr and by E wi the special fiber of the Ne ron
minimal model of En_Kn Kn, r, wi over Spec(Owi), where Kn, r, wi denotes the
completion of Kn, r at wi . Then *E wi (kwi)=1+p
r&(:wi+: wi) and
:wi=:
rdeg(v)
v . Finally each wi corresponds to exactly one y # Y
ord
n (Fpr), so
:wi=:y . Hence by (3.14) we obtain
log \ `
ord v
L(Symk \, s)v+= :r>0 :y # Y nord(Fpr) F
(k)(:y , : y)
p&sr
r
. K
Notation 3.15. Let SSp be the number of supersingular j-invariants and
lp the number of supersingular j-invariants which are Fp -rational. For each
r1 let
d (k)r =_lp&14 \1&\
&1
p ++&
1
3 \1&\
&3
p ++& F (k)(- &p
r
, &- &p
r
)
+
1
4 \1&\
&1
p ++ F (k)(- p
r
, - p
r
)
+
1
3 \1&\
&3
p ++ F (k)(| - &p
r
, &|&1 - &p
r
),
where |=e2?i3. If r is even define c (k)r =(SSp&lp) F
(k)( pr, pr)+d (k)r .
Denote
A (k)r = :
y # Y n
ord(Fpr)
F (k)(:y , : y),
D(k)r =d
(k)
r , if r is odd, and D
(k)
r =c
(k)
r , if r is even. Let vk=1, if k is even,
and vk=0, if k is odd.
Theorem 3.16.
L(Symk \, s)=exp \ :r>0 \
,( pn)
2
+vk D (k)r +A
(k)
r + p
&sr
r + .
Proof. The result follows from Propositions 3.8, 3.11, and 3.13. K
4. The Trace Formula
Definition 4.1 [Kob84, Chap. III, Sect. 3, p. 125]. Let 11(N )/
SL2(Z) be the subgroup of the matrices (
a
c
b
d) such that a#d#1 (mod N )
and c#0 (mod N). Denote by H the complex upper-half plane. Given a
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function f : H  C and _=( ac
b
d) # 11(N ) define f |k_ : H  C by
( f |k _)(z)=(cz+d )&k f ((az+b)(cz+d )). A function f : H  C is a cusp
form of weight k for 11(N ) if
(1) f |k_=f for every _ # 11(N).
(2) f is holomorphic and vanishes at each cusp.
(3) For each _ # SL2(Z), f |k_ admits a q-expansion of the form
( f |k_)(z)=&1 b&q&N, where q=e2?iz.
Let Sk(11(N )) be the space of weight k cusp forms for 11(N ).
Remark 4.2. Let f # Sk(11(N )), then by Definition 4.1 (1) f (z+1)=
f (z), or equivalently, f admits a q-expansion of the form f (z)=&1 a&q&.
Remark 4.3. Let 10(N ) be the subgroup of SL2(Z) of the matrices ( ac
b
d)
such that c#0 (mod N ). The quotient 10(N )11(N ) is isomorphic to
(ZNZ)*. For each Dirichlet character / : (ZNZ)*  C, let Sk(10(N), /)
be the space of f # Sk(11(N )) such that
( f |k_)(z)=/(d ) z for each _=\ac
b
d+ # 10(N ). (4.4)
Then we have a canonical decomposition Sk(11(N))=/ Sk(10(N), /),
where / runs through the Dirichlet characters of (ZNZ)*.
Definition 4.5. The spaces Sk(11(N)) are finite dimensional C-vector
spaces [Kob84, Chap. III, Sect. 5, p. 172]. Let f # Sk(10(N), /) with
q-expansion f (z)=&1 a&q&. Given s1 the Hecke operator Ts acts on
Sk(10(N ), /) by
Ts \ :&1 a&q
&+= :&1 \:d /(d ) d
k&1a(&s)d 2+ q&, (4.6)
where for each &1, d runs through the common divisors of & and s. By
(4.4) applied to _=( &10
0
&1) we obtain (&1)
k f (z)=/(&1) f (z) for z # H.
Hence Sk(10(N ), /)=0, if /(&1){(&1)k.
Theorem 4.7 (The EichlerSelberg Trace Formula). (cf. [Scho-Vl91,
Theorem 2.2], [Coh77]). Let N1, / : (ZNZ)*  C a Dirichlet char-
acter of conductor N/ and k2 such that /(&1)=(&1)k. Then the trace
Tr(Ts ; k, N, /) of the Hecke operator Ts on Sk(10(N ), /) is given by
Tr(Ts ; k, N, /)=S1+S2+S3+S4 , where the Si ’s are defined as follows.
S1=s(k2)&1/(- s )
k&1
12
(N ),
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where /(- s )=0, for - s  Z and (N )=N >p|N (1+1p), where p runs
through the prime divisors of N.
S2=&
1
2
:
t 2<4s
t # Z
*k&1&* k&1
*&*
:
f
h| \t
2&4s
f 2 + +(t, f, s),
where * and * denote the zeros of the polynomial X 2&tX+s, f runs through
all positive divisors of t2&4s such that (t2&4s) f 2 # Z is congruent to 0
or 1 (mod 4),
+(t, f, s)=
(N )
(NNf )
:
x (mod N )
x2&tx+s#0 (mod NNf )
/(x),
where Nf =gcd(N, f ). Since t2&4s#0 (mod Nf ), then any solution x of
x2&tx+s (mod NNf ) is actually well defined (mod N ).
S3=& :$
d | s
0<d- s
d k&1 :
c | N
gcd(c, Nc) | gcd(NN/ , sd&d )
, \gcd \c, Nc ++ /( y),
where , denotes the Euler function, the first summation is such that the
contribution of the term d=- s , if it occurs, is with multiplicity 12. Further-
more, y is defined modulo Ngcd(c, Nc) by y#d (mod c) and y#(sd )
(mod Nc).
S4={
:
0<t | s
gcd(N, st)=1
t, if k=2 and /=1,
0, otherwise.
Notation 4.8. Denote by  (r)t the sum over t # Z such that t
2<4pr and
gcd(t, p)=1.
Proposition 4.9. With the hypothesis of Theorem 4.7, let p be a prime
number, m1, N=N/= pm, s= pr and F (k&2)(x, y)=(xk&1&yk&1)
(x&y). Then
Tr(Tpr ; k, pm, /)=&1&
1
2
:
(r)
t
F (k&2)(*, * ) H(t2&4pr) +(t, pr),
where * and * are the roots of X2&tX+pr=0 and
+(t, pr)= :
x (mod pm)
x2&tx+pr#0 (mod pm)
/(x).
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Proof. Clearly S1=0. In the expression of S2 the term +(t, f, pr) does
not depend on f. In fact, if p | t then p | x, so /(x)=0. Thus the only t ’s
giving non-zero contribution are those such that gcd(t, p)=1. In this
case Nf =1, otherwise p2 | f 2 and f 2 | (t2&4pr), hence p would divide t.
Therefore we denote +(t, f, pr) by +(t, pr). Moreover, it follows from
Proposition 2.10 that f hw((t2&4pr)f 2)=H(t2&4pr) which gives
S2=&
1
2
:
(r)
t
F (k&2)(*, * ) H(t2&4pr) +(t, pr).
In the expression of S3 denote c= pM with 0Mm and d= pR with
0Rr2<r. Since N=N/= pm then gcd(c, pmc)=1, hence c=1 or
c= pm. In the first case y#pr&R (mod pm), which implies that y#0
(mod p), hence /( y)=0. In the second case y#pR (mod pm) and we have
that /( y){0 if and only if R=0, i.e., d=1. Therefore S3=&1. It is trivial
that S4=0. K
Definition 4.10. For each m1, let
H(m, k, s)= `
N/= pm
det(1&p&sTp | Sk(10( pm), /)),
where / runs through the Dirichlet characters of (ZpmZ)* of con-
ductor pm.
Remark 4.11. It follows from (4.6) that if f (z)=&1 a&q& #
Sk(10( pm), /) then Tpr(&1 a&q&)=&1 a&pr q&, for every r1. In par-
ticular Tpr=(Tp)r. Hence
H(m, k, s)=exp \& :r1 :N/= pm Tr(Tpr ; k, p
m, /)
p&sr
r + . (4.12)
Remark 4.13. Let m1, nm, /n : (ZpnZ)*  C a Dirichlet character
of conductor pm. Then /n factors as /n=/ b ?m, n , where ?m, n : (ZpnZ)* 
(ZpmZ)* is the projection map and / : (Zpm Z)*  C is a Dirichlet
character of conductor pm.
Proposition 4.14. Let m1 and nm. With the hypothesis of Proposi-
tion 4.9 we have
Tr(Tpr ; k, pm, /)=&1&
1
2
:
(r)
t
F (k&2)(*, * ) H(t2&4pr) +n(t, pr), (4.15)
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where
+n(t, pr)= :
x (mod pn)
x2&tx+pr#0 (mod pn)
/n(x)
Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.9 and Remark 4.13. K
Notation 4.16. Denote by  (r, :)t the sum over t # Z such that t
2<4pr,
:(t&:)#pr (mod pn) and gcd(t, p)=1.
Remark 4.17. Note that (4.15) can be rewritten as
Tr(Tpr ; k, pm, /)=&1&
1
2
:
(r, :)
t
F (k&2)(*, * ) H(t2&4pr) /n(t&:). (4.18)
Definition 4.19. For each r1 and even k2 define operators Upr on
Sk(10(1)) by
(1) Up=Tp .
(2) Upr=Tpr&pk&1Tpr&2 , for r2.
Theorem 4.20 ([Ih66, Lemma 6], cf. also [Lan76, Appendix of
Chap. III]). Let k2 be even. The trace Tr(Upr ; k) of Upr on Sk(10(1))
equals
Tr(Upr ; k)=uk( pr+1)&1&D (k&2)r &
1
2
:
(r)
t
F (k&2)(*, * ) H(t2&4pr), (4.21)
where uk=1, if k=2, uk=0, if k>2, and D (k&2)r is defined as in Notation
3.15.
Remark 4.22. For each even k2, let
H(0, k, s)=det(1&Tp p&s+pk&1&2s | Sk(10(1)).
Then by [Ih66, Section 4, (41)]
H(0, k, s)=exp \& :r1 Tr(Upr ; k)
p&sr
r + . (4.23)
5. Main Result
Notation 5.1. Let (r, n)t be the sum over t # Z such that t
2<4pr and
t#1+pr (mod pn).
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Theorem 5.2 (Ulm90b, Theorem p. 689).
L(Symk \, s)=
>nm=0 H(m, k+2, s)
(1&p&s)uk+2(1&p1&s)uk+2
,
where uk+2=1, if k=0, and uk+2=0, if k{0.
Proof. By (4.18) and (4.21)
Tr(Upr ; k+2)+ :
n
m=1
:
N/= pm
Tr(Tpr ; /, k+2, pm)
=uk+2( pr+1)&
,( pn)
2
&vkD (k)r &
vk
2
:
(r)
t
F (k)(*, * ) H(t2&4pr)
&
1
2
:
n
m=1
:
N/= pm
:
(r, :)
t
F (k)(*, * ) H(t2&4pr) /n(t&:), (5.3)
where vk is defined as in Notation 3.15. Note that for each t # Z such that
t2<4pr and gcd(t, p)=1 we have
vk+ :
n
m=1
:
N/= pm
/n(t&:)={,( p
n),
0,
if t&:#1 (mod pn)
otherwise.
(5.4)
Hence the sum of the last two terms of the right hand side of (5.3) equals
&
,( pn)
2
:
(r, n)
t
F (k)(*, * ) H(t2&4pr). (5.5)
In particular, if k=0 it follows from (2.16), (5.3) and (5.5) that
Tr(Upr ; 2)+ :
n
m=1
:
N/= pm
Tr(Tpr ; /, 2, pm)= pr+1&Nr , (5.6)
where Nr denotes the number of Fpr -rational points of Xn . Let k2,
y # Y ordn (Fpr), :y and : y be the eigenvalues of the Frobenius automorphism
Fy of elliptic curve Ey ky (cf. Notation 2.6). Then :y and : y are the roots
of X2&tX+pr, where *(Ey_ky Fpr)(Fpr)= p
r+1&t with t2<4pr and
t#1+pr (mod pn). So, with the same argument of the proof of Corollary
2.13, we conclude that
:
y # Y n
ord(Fpr)
F (k)(:y , : y)=
,( pn)
2
:
(r, n)
t
F (k)(*, * ) H(t2&4pr). (5.7)
The result now follows from Theorem 3.16, (4.12), (4.23), (5.3), (5.5), and
(5.7). K
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